November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This Is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 18  Gender: Male

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Asian - American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”,
please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: Pomona  Your year in college: Freshman

Your major/area of study: Mathematics

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: __________________________

Why did you decide to attend?

For Class

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ______________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

_________________________________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You   Seeking Asian Female   Engaging Past   Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 28   Gender: F

Race/ethnicity/heritage: South Asian Indian

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no",
please tell us where you are visiting us from: UCLA

Masters  Student

Asian American Studies

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college:  Your year in college:  

Your major/area of study:  

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Director - Asked for Q&A

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

______________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): East West Players  Tuesday Night Project

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 20  Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Indian American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: HMC  Your year in college: Junior

Your major/area of study: Mathematical & Computational Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: _______________

Why did you decide to attend?
I know one of the directors

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: _______________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
Very different, for most of them, we saw Asian Americans who acted and liked things that were very un-stereotypical

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): I’m part of the Queering Asian America class at HMC

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle-one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: ________  Gender: F

Race/ethnicity/heritage: South Asian

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ____________________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: ______  Your year in college: ________________

Your major/area of study: ________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Interest in migration/Asian Studies

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

more realistic

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 21  Gender: F

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Chinese American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: Pomona  Your year in college: 2013 (Senior)

Your major/area of study: Neuroscience
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: __________________________

Why did you decide to attend?
________ looked interesting; enjoy film screenings

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  __empowering__  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: __________________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
________ different; great!

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

☐ Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  ☐ Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This Is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: __________  Gender: ________

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Asian American, Chinese

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no",
please tell us where you are visiting us from: _______________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: ________  Your year in college: ________

Your major/area of study: ________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ______________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Like listening to panelists, seeing films, Asian American representation____________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ______________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

More realistic / appropriate____________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): L.A. film festival 2017 spring

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes____________________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
THIRD ASIAN AMERICANS IN MEDIA FILM FESTIVAL

November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age:  37  Gender: female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Thai

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: Pitzer

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: Pitzer College  Your year in college: Sophomore

Your major/area of study: Media Studies

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

- Email
- Facebook
- Radio PSA
- Posters
- Friends
- Class
- Other: ______________

Why did you decide to attend?

- My friends were in the program

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

- Stereotypical
- Empowering
- Complex
- One-dimensional
- Other: Loving

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

- Mass media always lacks in representing APIA's well.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

- No
- Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

- No
- Yes!!

Great job to Eyan responding to the professor asking what is really "Asian" in the film and why Chinese aren't represented. That question first shows why films like those are necessary as we fine the dialogue.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. That follows these films.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 16  Gender: F

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Asian/Indian/Gujarati

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) [Yes] [No]

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: __________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) [Student] [Staff] [Faculty]

Your home college: Pitzer  Your year in college: [Freshman]

Your major/area of study: Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other  Dir. Ami Patel

Why did you decide to attend?

Because Pitzer students came to speak on it.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

Different, more personal, here

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): DACA

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This Is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 14  Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Japanese

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: Pitzer  Your year in college: 2nd

Your major/area of study: Asian Studies

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?
Because my friends were in the class

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

I don't really see much of Asian Americans in most of these, so I was really happy to see it. I tend to watch much more Asian American media. It's a perspective breaking to see Asian American normal.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes  Yes  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age:  Gender:  
Race/ethnicity/heritage:  CAU/12th generation  German American
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: ___________________________  Your year in college: ___________________________
Your major/area of study: ___________________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Am a student of cinema

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

The media largely reflects stereotypical roles of Asians whereas this series of shorts reflects more realism & far more diversity.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 31  Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Filipino

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ______________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: __________________________  Your year in college: __________________________

Your major/area of study: __________________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

- Email
- Facebook
- Radio PSA
- Posters
- Friends
- Class
- Other: ____________

Why did you decide to attend?

_________________________________________________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

- Stereotypical
- Empowering
- Complex
- One-dimensional
- Other: ____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

- Multi-dimensional
- Complicated

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

- No
- Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________________________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

- No
- Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle-one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 19  Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Vietnamese

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: Garden Grove, CA

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college:  Your year in college: 

Your major/area of study: 

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email    Facebook    Radio PSA    Posters    Friends    Class    Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?
________________________________________________________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical    Empowering    Complex    One-dimensional    Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
________________________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
No    Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No    Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 62  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes (No)

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: San Gabriel

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college:  Your year in college:  

Your major/area of study: 

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: _______________________

Why did you decide to attend?
_________________________________________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: _______________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
_________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No   Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 22  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: Asian American
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: CMC  Your year in college: Senior
Your major/area of study: Media

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email Facebook Radio PSA Posters Friends Class Other: _________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Interest

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical Empowering Complex One-dimensional Other: _________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

More openminded & shows more perspectives than mainstream media

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You    Seeking Asian Female    Engaging Pasts    Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 21    Gender: Female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: Mixed
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes    No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: Scripps

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student    Staff    Faculty
Your home college: Scripps    Your year in college: Senior
Your major/area of study: Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email   Facebook   Radio PSA   Posters   Friends   Class   Other: "Kayla"

Why did you decide to attend?

"Looking interesting!"

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical   Empowering   Complex   One-dimensional   Other: 

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

"Stronger, different than expected"

TV and my Asian Studies class

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

( ) No   ( ) Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when):

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

( ) No   ( ) Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 22  Gender: female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”,
please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: Scripps  Your year in college: Senior
Your major/area of study: Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

to support my friend

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

it was completely different & so much better!

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 21  Gender: Female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: Hispanic
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ____________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: Scripps  Your year in college: Senior
Your major/area of study: Biology, Psychology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email Facebook Radio PSA Posters Friends Class Other: ____________

Why did you decide to attend?
Friend of Kaylas

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical Empowering Complex One-dimensional Other: ____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
Very different and complex

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)  
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Past  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 21  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: As Am
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: PO  Your year in college: 4th
Your major/area of study: Psych / As Am

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
- Email
- Facebook
- Radio PSA
- Posters
- Friends
- Class
- Other: ____________

Why did you decide to attend?
- Interest in topic / Support for Asian programming

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
- Stereotypical
- Empowering
- Complex
- One-dimensional
- Other: ____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
- TV, movies
- More complex and narrativized

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
- No
- Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): White Frog, Rose Hills

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
- No
- Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 21  Gender: female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: white/Asian/Hispanic
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: 

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: Claremont  Your year in college: senior
Your major/area of study: Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ______________

Why did you decide to attend?

Wayne Deerstaff

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ______________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

Better

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): __________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  [ ] Seeking Asian Female  [ ] Engaging Past  [ ] Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: _____  Gender: ________ male  ________ female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: __________

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  [ ] Student  [ ] Staff  [ ] Faculty

Your home college: ________  Your year in college: ________

Your major/area of study: ________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ______________________

Why did you decide to attend?
__________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ______________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
__________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 22  Gender: Female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: Filipino

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: Pitzer  Your year in college: 4
Your major/area of study: psych soc

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

[Blank]

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

Less Americanized, which I love.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  ☐ Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): _______________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  ☐ Yes  ☐

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You
Seeking Asian Female
Engaging Pasts
Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 21
Gender: Male
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White Islander

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student Staff Faculty
Your home college: CMC Your year in college: Senior
Your major/area of study: Neuropharmacology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ____________

Why did you decide to attend?
__________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
__________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ______________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: __35__ Gender: __M__

Race/ethnicity/heritage: __Asian Indian__

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes __No__

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: __Brought By GF__

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student Staff Faculty

Your home college: ________________ Your year in college: ________________

Your major/area of study: ________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other:  

Why did you decide to attend?
INTERESTING SUBJECT MATTER, GREAT TRAILER.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other:  

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
I WISH THERE WAS MORE SPACE TO WRITE.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when):

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You (Seeking Asian Female) Engaging Pasts Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: _______ Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: African American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student Staff Faculty

Your home college: ___________ Your year in college: ___________

Your major/area of study: ___________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Very interested in topic

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

Very different not subservient or very expressive

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 21  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: AAPI
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: SJC  Your year in college: 4
Your major/area of study: Humanities

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ______________

Why did you decide to attend?
I've wanted to see this movie since I saw the trailer last year! Thanks for bringing it to campus!

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ______________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
Take up the stereotype (Asian women + white men, mail-order bride, etc)
and complicating it (lives, relationships).
I do wonder this: by romanticizing this relationship, the film ends up justifying the return and the power dynamics inherently involved.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): I go to JAPPIC events whenever possible!

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: __________  Gender: □
Race/ethnicity/heritage: □ Asian American
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  □ No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no",
please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) □ Student  □ Staff  □ Faculty
Your home college: □ □  Your year in college: □ □
Your major/area of study: □ □

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

________________________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

TV - the film seems to show a lot of culture, which I like. I feel it

not to see

and it's a bit offensive.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

( ) No  ( ) Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when):

________________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  ( ) Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:  [ ] Friend invited me
[ ] Other

Your age: __26__  Gender:  [ ] Female  [ ] Male

Race/ethnicity/heritage:  [ ] Mixed  [ ] Black  [ ] Hawaiian

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”,
please tell us where you are visiting us from: ____________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  [ ] Student  [ ] Staff  [ ] Faculty

Your home college:  [ ] Claremont McKenna College  [ ] Other  Your year in college:  [ ] 2nd year

Your major/area of study:  [ ] Higher Education

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: _____________

Why did you decide to attend?

I was invited. The topic was interesting.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: _____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

I don't watch much TV and what I do see, does not have any Asian Americans.

I still remember the first commercial I saw last year with an old Asian farmer. I don't remember the product but I remember being surprised by my own race.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): Long Beach 1st & North Carolina. But it was a Black Film Festival.

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  [Seeking Asian Female]  Engaging Pasts  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 24  Gender: Female

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Japanese / Scottish / German / Cherokee

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) [Yes]  No

If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  [Student]  [Staff]  Faculty

Your home college: CGU  Your year in college: 2 (Master program)

Your major/area of study: Higher Education Administration / Student Affairs

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

Good Study break.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

What images in mass media?

There's Sheena (contestant on America's Next Top Model) and everyone else, otherwise it's all Kung Fu movies and rice rockets.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?


Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No.  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): Make sure to invite Grad Students! Contact Dr. Susan J. Paik! (CGU, School of Ed)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You    Seeking Asian    Female    Engaging Pasts    Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 22    Gender: Woman
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes    No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no",
please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student    Staff    Faculty
Your home college: Scripps    Your year in college: 2013
Your major/area of study: ART

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

__________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

__________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Past  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 20  Gender: Female
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from:

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: Pitzer  Your year in college: First year
Your major/area of study: Psychology/Sociology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email Facebook Radio PSA Posters Friends Class Other: MY ROOMMATE

Why did you decide to attend?

__________________________________________________________

also I enjoy diversity.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical Empowering Complex One-dimensional Other: _____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

The films showed a different aspect of Asian-American culture and showed many types of people/personalities/histories, whereas I think in the mass media (TV, movies), Asians are portrayed in a very particular way.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): _________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Past  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: 21  Gender: Male

Race/ethnicity/heritage: White

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ____________________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college: Pitzer  Your year in college: Junior

Your major/area of study: Sociology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: 

Why did you decide to attend?

To support my friend

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: 

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

I think that these images of Asian Americans allowed me to learn a lot more about the history and culture of the different Asian American cultures.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when):

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You   Seeking Asian Female Engaging Pasts Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 50   Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: Chinese American

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: ___________________________  Your year in college: ______________________
Your major/area of study: _____________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?

__________________________________________________________

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

much better

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

No  Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Past  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: 20  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: White
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ____________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: ____________________________  Your year in college: ____________________________
Your major/area of study: ____________________________

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)

Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  Class  Other: ____________

Why did you decide to attend?

Mickey Davis - best friend

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)

Stereotypical  
Empowering  Complex  One-dimensional  Other: ____________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)

_____________________________________________________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?

☐ No  ☑ Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?

☐ No  ☑ Yes

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
THIRD ASIAN AMERICANS
in MEDIA FILM FESTIVAL

November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)

This is How I Say I Love You  Seeking Asian Female  Engaging Past  Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:

Your age: ____  Gender: ______  M

Race/ethnicity/heritage: Asian

Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one)  Yes  No

If you answered “yes”, please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered “no”, please tell us where you are visiting us from: __________________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:

Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one)  Student  Staff  Faculty

Your home college:  Pitzer  Your year in college:  First

Your major/area of study:  Music  PreMedical

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program: (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  Posters  Friends  [Class]  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?
1. I was intrigued by the theme of engaging part.
2. Class requirement

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw: (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  [Complex]  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
Much less general and far from evidence.

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
[No]  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ____________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
[No]  [Yes]

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
November 30-December 1, 2012; Claremont Colleges

AUDIENCE SURVEY

Program: (circle one)
This is How I Say I Love You   Seeking Asian Female   Engaging Pasts   Two Shadows

We would like to find out who our audience is:
Your age: ___  Gender: F
Race/ethnicity/heritage: African-American
Are you a member of the Claremont Colleges community: (circle one) Yes  No
If you answered "yes", please answer the remaining questions in this section. If you answered "no", please tell us where you are visiting us from: ________________________________

Members of the Claremont Colleges, please fill this part out:
Your relationship to the colleges: (circle one) Student  Staff  Faculty
Your home college: CMC       Your year in college: Sophomore
Your major/area of study: Human Biology

TURN OVER
How did you find out about this film festival/screening program? (circle one or more)
Email  Facebook  Radio PSA  **Posters**  Friends  Class  Other: ________________

Why did you decide to attend?
I'm very interested in ethnic studies & developing world affairs.

In the program you watched, do you find the images of Asian Americans you saw? (circle one or more)
Stereotypical  Empowering  **Complex**  One-dimensional  Other: ________________

How would you compare the images of Asian Americans you saw in this program to those you see in mass media (please define what that means to you - television, YouTube, magazines, etc.)
N/A ________________________________

Have you been to any events similar to this one recently?
No  Yes (please tell us what event, and where/when): ________________________________

Would you like to see more events like this one on campus?
No  Yes - definitely.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.